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QF PEi~TA.t\QUODili.l',.LOl:ffiTHYL(;JIRqMilJM(III) TOt:iS 
A Dessertation 
Presented to . . - ·.· '• .. -· ,-- -.· · · - · .· 
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In 'Partial Fulfl.llmen.t 
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Doctor Of Philosophy 
by ' · .. · 
Mohammad Javaid Akhtar 
Y.I:iJ.~Ttcs. 11r.n S':OICH!c~.~~:rnY or 1""" . ~ ... ·1 1 ~·1 .,L·•r·-10" • ;...~:.:. , ........ , •• - ... , ...... .t\, .- i • • 
01-' Pi:NTAJ\~!JCIJI!IA~t·:.'~::!!Y::,.Cl!"G~t.lL'~( l I I) J O:i~ 
AB$TRt.C'l' OF Di:>~E'RTA'riO!i 
'I'his stu•Jy Wa3 dcuip;ntlli to provid~ inf()r~~'\t.\On · ;tbQut tho 
mech:tn!sm:; or J"-:n"taaquodihalorr.~ thylct-,ror.iu~.(lii) ion:: (t.al o 1 et.)oT.o, 
01'{)_1110 and ioco). 'rhc rate:: of' :~qu~tion o:f t~.e. ct•t.f >lo ~te 3 h"'ve t.c•:n •h:ter-
~:;incd in aquou~; r.cdia ·at hYdro~;cn icn C<mo:;.~n.tr:ltior. in 'tl':l! ra~.;:.., o.o}.-1 .0! 
.In tho abMnce o: ox:n;cn and Heht. 1\q~;atinn r~ tc:; of th~ (H;>(,).t::rCHCl~t­
and {1!20).5CrCHa_:-r ~:;ns ~re c.lc:>crib<.>~ ;m -d~•nf:o::-pl4'1/dt ., J'; r-= .,(.r\c:~. 
where .leI 4.]0 1 . 10 sec 1 for (l!?O ·)_,Cr':HCl~~ hr:d k I 1 . 1~2 x· ro·b :;u;:-1 
f'or {Ji.20){rC·HP.rfion at 298°Y., wt.cr~ :.~ !ci:- O!.O),.r.r~:rn;~ i <>~ t :1c k.inotic 
data fit the jatc _l aw -dLn ~rCHr~j /ut -=. (t. .- Jt ~'>1rt~] .) [:z::m;•J , -where 
k • 8 . 5 X :.o ·see 1 nnd Jt' • 2.0~~ X H,-9 ::;ee - l ilt 2~!;0)i.; Act.iv.atlon 
.JXU'all:et ·ers at. l':13°K. obtaine~ from 'tE.-Ir.J•e.ral.ure cif!p:m•!(•nt ldr:~:>Ur.3 are1 
. . . • . 2t- t . . . . t . ·. 20. 
Cl"CJ!Cl 2 • ~lf . 1 .?.4 .4 -kcnl/molc ar.•l AS 1 - 1.29 t 1 .12 eu . 1 . CcC!:Rr2 
• 
AHtt 27, )) tcal/~::ole andASt 1 6-27! 1~.6 ~V.·l CrC~;Ir. Nft, '2?.JJ kc:-~1/~·<>le 
liSts O•?rrl! 1.?2 eu_ •• f'or · acid indc pl.'r>dent path anr1 toHt, 28.'J) t. c:\ 1/~oh 
and .6st • -)~24 ! ) . 4 eu •• for acid dependent path. . 
fhe products or a quat..ion are Cr(r.2o)l'. co. Hcom:. ~t2 and h<tHde 
ic:ms. Hert~ carbon goes J'rt•rn tl~e zero oxida'tio!'l nt::tt(! t D thl! +2 ~;d,i:\Uon 
$tate in t~e prod':lc ts (JICOO}! ·nr.d CC). r:olcr.ula r hydrct;cn i~ the: onl)'· 
·reduced specie~ in the products. ';'~e 1!1.'\S!l ~pectro:-P.tric. :;t•,x,Hc5 .on tho 
giGeous products o:f deutrated cot.•;:-lcxc·~ shc-..·s tJ;e · prcse11C!l or !'.0. !:!o"'evrr, 
·cor all three ·dP.~te:-a.ted complcxe:: no isotopic_ effr.c t s ( l(r/ku "' 1 } ~eJ'e 
obser.ve<l . The rnc:a:.;uremcn ·~s of tot31 r::O}()$; of c:a:;~ou~• J:"rod..:c t ty -r·oepler 
pl.lj:~:p 'teCh."tiques sho011 ~n crr.or of .50-60.~ in J!<:l04 acl·d, co:::p:tre1 to the 
e;x:~cted vnlues assu'!:ling . one rr.o1e of' Hi gas ~«s pro:iuced ~r i-.ole or 
complex th:s.t aq~atcs. The· ~s·tir..at~d ratio of c~ro~iu=:~ to :-.:sl it!e ;_.,,:J a lso 
t;reater than two (I •2 ··1 ), Kinetic and sto.!.chi ;'l::.•.Hiic s";.u-!les -..·er~ :.1~o 
.carried out in the presence or f.CrJsoJ aci:! , "'f.i-ch .i:l 1-;no'An to t.av~ low 
liga:tlng and oxidizing propez:oties .• Tl;c: s~!":C rate con:ztar.t values "'&re 
.found as in E.Clo
4 
.ac i a. the ch-ro:r.hm to halide r~tlo wa~ 1t2.01 Md ihe 
total moles of e;~sco'.ls procuc t;; were in ·t:'.zch ~e tte r ~t:r~c ·:-.en~ to ·the 
eJr:p-.?cted values '«i tl'lin expE:ri:ncntal err.llr· 'l't."a::: a prope-r stoichl.o::::e tric 
_~quati.on in· the presence ot HCF3so3 'isa 
2(H2o)5CteHX~+ + 5ni0 -- Cdn20}~;. +CO + !iCOOli + 2if ... + 2H2 + 4](-
'l'hese o'bs ervadons ar~ ir.-te.r;:>reted io r:ean t)l~t c104 ion:.· ar.e 
involved in a Gide path. reacti.r.g ~i th i-r.ter::-.cdi:tt<!S aftl'r the rate 
dt-ten::ining ·step an:l the obsen'cd Jc,inctics in HClC\ .1cil1 are t~eretore 
valleS ror Jr.echn.nistic arcuemcnts. 
J.!ech.anis ms baseJ Of\ c~rbonium ion, cart:en~ nr.d cartenoid 
type intermediates are proposed. /. r.:tr<:ha!1is;n ba::;d em tM nudco:rllillle 
Attacl: (. Stf2) of wa:t~r on ·the caroon ccr.t~ r leadine to a r.,et:U-1'->r~yl 
type intenz;edi<lte it~ su~cested as best 1"i t ting all. th~ critida obaerved 
in these- etudies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chromous salts as reducing reagents ·for 
organic compounds -were known as far back as 1866. when 
Berthe1ot1 used chromous salts to reduce acetylene• 
1 
Since than chromous salts have been used for the reduction 
o:f a large number of organic substrates .. 
It was only in 1957 that Anet and Leblance2 
success:fully prepared a solution containing a pure o.- bonded 
organochronrium compound. by the reduction of benzyl chloride 
witp chrOl)liurn(II) 
+ 2Cr{Cl04 } 2 -~, c6H5CH2Cr(H2d)~+ + CrC12+ + 
20104 
Thus they opened up a good synthetic route to a large 
variety or organochromj_urn(III)aquoca.tionsJ, 4 ,5, 6 by the 
same general reaction. 
The dlhalomethyl and monohalomethylchromium(III) 
ions4 (halo: Cl, Br and l) were prepared by the reduction of 
the corressponding halo:form or dihalomethane by Cr(II), the 















Present studies of aquoo.rg::mochro~hun(III) spe-
cies have indicated that. their decomposition can occur by 
different pathways. depending on the ligand. A hot.'!olytic 
pre-equilibrium cleavage of the er-e bond has been propos-
ed by Schmidt and Swaddle5 for the hydrolysis of li--pyridio-
methylpentaaquochromium(III)ion (1). \>Jhere the aquntion 
products were hexaaquochromiurn(Ill) and y-picoline in the 
absence of oxygen. The organic radical formed (g) by the 
homolytic cleavage of Cr-C bond was postulated to under-
go different rearrangements before r.eduction by Cr (III) as 
shown: 
The specie.s 
the chromium in the +J 
+ 
2+ Cr(H20)6 
tNO· .. ? · ... CH . J 
(H o) Gr-R2+ are considered t.o have 
2 5 
state with the carbon moiety bearing 
a -1 charge, a heterolytic cleavage of the Cr-G 
bond than 
· product \'lith a hydrogen in place 
would p:roduce a..r1 or gan~c 
.. . . . . . ·l stu. diesJa, b of tbe aquation of 
of the chrom1um. Severa 
J 
aquporganochic>l'rii'Ur.t:(III)lons have proposed such a heterolytic 
cl~avage step. Schniidt, Swinehart a.n,d T.aube6 proposed a 
sol vent assisted cleavage o-~ the Cr-Cbond :fqr t .he aqua:tio'p 
of alcohol-chrom:i:um(III) complexes in perchloric acids 
1 
Here the activated COrJ:lplex .has a solvent molecule in a 
position to hydrogen bond with the organic ligandand thus 
:facilitate the extttlsi~n o:f a neutral organic ligand. 
r.tallk, Schmidt ancj Spreer7 have proposed ca-rbene 
or carbe:rlQic;l intermediates ;f'or the h,ydrolysis of (H2o)5crcF'}+ 
. •. . . .. ·(· .,:)+ Ion, where the prill1arY products of' aquati on were CrH2o 6 , 
CO and HF 1 
f 
Cr-c-p .... Jf-o 









·.F~· .. H-0 
I . I . 
Cr-C-F H · 
I 
/Fl .. 
---....,.) Cr-C+ + .HF + OH-
F .. 'F 
It could ht>t be determined whether the 1Jteaking of the Cr-F 
bond is accompanied by the simultaneous dissociat:ion of the 
Cr-· C bond or the latter occurs immediately after c....;F bond 
breakage·. An acid dependent an:d acid independent path was 
observed in the rate la.wc· 
-d ln ~}120) §rCFjj /dt = 1<0 + k 1 &j 
.The over all rat~ ():f di~appearance Of Conplex was found ' to 
accal~rate with time <iue to the aqu~tion of another species. 
(H2"0)4FCrCF5+; existing in equilibrium with tpc original 
chromium complex and the fluoride ions produced ouring nquation. 
Rec.ent studies on monohalomethylchromium{IIl:) 
speciesBa, b (halo: Cl, Br and I) have sho•t.n tha:t the aquation 
:follows .first order rate laws in the range of 1.0 M to o.1 M 
of hydrogen ion concentration, and the order of the rate 
. 2+ 2+) . . 2+ so . constants was CrCH2 Br ) CrCH2Cl · ·. CrCH2I at 2 C. Hexa-
aqV.ocnromium(ITI )., methanol and halide ions were .f'ound to ·be 
. 2+ H 2+ . . h . d the pr()ducts o.f CrCH2Cl and CrC 2:Br spec1es w creas 10 o-
ruethane was the prod\lCt in the case of cr:cH2I species .• Several 
mechanisms were· proposed bas.E!d on a methanolchromium(III) 
intermediate which would aquate in acidic aquous solution 
to give the products. This methanolchror.d,um(III) intermediate 
mechanism~ coul,d be produced by either an SN1 or SN2 
¥ 2+ 
. . .  7, . . Cr-y-oH 
2~+~0 H H . . ~ 
. ' . . cr-c---x 








A mechanism based on a ·carbene intermediate \'l<lS alzo propo-
se.d as being consistent with the s ·toichiometryr 
. . · . .. 2+ (H2oJ5GrCH2X 
:CH2 + H2o 
(H:20)6C:rJ+ + sCH2 + Br-
CH3oH 
The present wor.k was carried out to d.e tormine the 
kinetics and stoichiometry for the aquation o:f penta.aquo-di-
.halomethylchromium(III) co'mplexes (halot Cl1 Br and I}. The 
complexes were prepared by the reduction of the c.orrc!3pondlrig 
haloforms by chromium(!!). Acid independent rate laws were 
.observed for the a.quation. .of (H2oJ5crCHC:l~+ and. (H2ol~CrCHll~~+ . . ~ 
iQns, whil-e an inverse dependence on H+ ion!3 was noted in the 
aquation of CH2o}5crCHI~+ ion• The products of aquation, in the 
absence -of' oxygen were found to be hexaaquochromium(III)ion, 
:formic acid; carbon monoxide gas., molecular hydrogen and 
halide ions. The balanced rte.t ionic reaction can be writtenc 
5H
2
0 + 2(H2o)5crCHX~+ -~~ CO + HCOOJl + H2 + 4X- + 
2Sr (H
2
0 ).g+ + 21t 
Deutrium labelling techniques were used to attempt to trace 
the path of mechanism. 
Mechanism based either on homolytic cleavage of 
the carbon-chromium bond analogous to that proposed by 
Schmidt arid swadle5 or a solvent-assisted heterolytic cleavage 
of' the C-r-C bond_ proposed by Schmidt, Swinehart and Taube
6
, 
were eliminated because of inconsistencies Vlith expected 







Possible mechanisms to explain the ctoichior.:ctry 
based on carbonium ion~ ca.rbt:me and carbenoid type· inter-
mediates are proposed• A mechanism based on the nuclcophi-
~lic attack .of water on the carbon center leading to a 
metal-formyl type intermediate is suggested as "best fitting 





Deionized distilled water was used in tha prepar-
ation of all solutions • . The water was passed through a mixed 
resin bed demineralizer, before distillation was made on an 
all glas.s still ( Bell co Glass. Inc. • Model 220). 
The following reagent grade chemicals were used 
without a.ny further purification unless otherwise mentionedt 
distilled ac·etone, ch1Qro.forrn, bromoform(Ba]{er); i()doform 
(r.lall.inckrodt}.; monochlorodifluoromethane(PCR); de\ttero-
bromo:form(K&K); deutrium oxide(K&K); deuterochloroform 
(Aldrich}; deutero-acetone-d6(Aldrich): perchloric acid 
(70%, Mallinckrodt); sodium carbonate. sodium hydroxide. 
hydrogen peroxide(J%); silver nit.rate, potasium-thiocyanate, 
ascari te (Arthur H. Thompson); fluoroboric acid (.50% Baker); 
tri:fluoromethanesulphonic acid(JM corp, FC~24 ); oxygen and 
ni tro~gen(dry grade, Linde}; 
Nitrogen ga.s was made oxygen free by passing over 
a h.ot cuprous oxide catalyst column( BASF. R J~ll. 5-6 feet 
long). 
Ion-exchange separations were carried out \,lsing 
Dowex 50WX4, 100-200 or 200-400 mesh, hydroge·n form re.!:iin., 
(Baker). Prior to uset the new resin was activated with 6 M 
hydroci".loric acid and then rinsed with water to remove 
chloride ions. 
Kinetics were run in the water baths, thermostated 
l . 
to the accuraqy or t 0.1°C. The heating unito used ware: 
Lauda K4R, Haake Constant Temperature Circulator (l\1odel ED 
a."l"d E.52"J, and Thermistemp Temperature Controller (YSI 
Model 71) by the Thomas company. 
1$:inetic spectral measurements were tak.en e>n a 
Gilford-modified DU spectrophotometer, 
Prenaration Of Solutions 
Sodium nerc·hlorate solution 
Sodium perchlorate solution wa~ made by slowlY 
mixing equivalent quantities of sodium carbonate solution 
and perchloric acid, (under the hood). A Co·rning Mo_de.l 10 
8 
pH meter was used to adjust the pH of' the resulting solution 
to 7. 0 with perchloric acid or sodi·U:m ce3:rbona te. 
Standardization of this solution was tr~de by pass-
ing 1.0 ml of it through a X8, 100-200 mesh cation exGhang~ 
column in the hydrogen form and rinsing with enough water 
until the eluate was' neutral (testeq wi th litmus paper), 
the. liberated aciq W::iS titrated against a standard base 
solution. 
Chromium(II)perchlorate 
Chiompus perchlorate was prepared in solution 
by the method o:f Lux and Ilman 9• Approximately 0 · 5 M 
perchloric acid was deaerated for 2-hours with a stream of 
nitrogen gas. Art electrolytic grade chromium. metal piec·e 
( 99· 995% pure 1. freshly a.cti vated wii;h concentrated h;;rdro,-















was imrr.edi~tely placed in the oeaera"ted perchloric acid 
solution·. The flask was sealed with a rubber neptum secured 
con. a1ne.r with nichrome wire. To speed up. the react1· o.n t ·.he t • 
C) was thermostated at 80 C. The hydrog en t:;as which formed ,~;a5 
allowed to pass out continuously through a hypodermic 
needle attached. t .o a teflone: tube dipp~d into mineral oil. 
The solution was sky blue. and stored unde.r nitrogen. All 
tra:ns.fer operations were made under nitrogen n.tmoophere,_ 
using hypodermic needles. and teflon tubing• 
!.Q M ]onfc Strength Solution 
The ionic. s .tre,ngth o.f the complexes wt-1t maintai '-
ned at 1 • o M by eluting the complexes .frorn ttw column by the 
1. 0 M ionic strength so-lution . 1. 0 M,· perchlorTc acid solut-
ions were prepa.r.ed .frqin 70% perch1oric acid and standardized 
with sodium hydroxide. More concentrated perchloric acid 
solutions were also made and standardized agai nst sodium 
hydroxide. These solutions, along with the standardized 
sodium perchlorate, were used to prepare 1.0 ·!:1 ionic sttength 
s olutions a .t various hydrogen ion concentrations. 
Formic acid solution 
Standard formic acid solution was made by the 
dilution of 98% .formic acid in carbon dioxide free \'later. This 
solution was standardized potentiometricallY against a sta-· 
ndard base. 
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Ion Exchange Resin 
I , 
Dowex 50WX8, 100-z·oo mesh resin {hydrogen form) 
was used in the separation o-f (H. 0) CrCHcr2+ and 2 j· ' ' 2 
(H2o>5crCHBrr ions. In the separation of (H2o)5crcHI~+ 
ion the same resin but of 200-400 mesh was used, which 
was chilled by ruiining ice cold water through an outer 
jacket • . The columns were prepared by mixing about 25g of 
resin with 50 ml of 6 M hydrochloric acid. The supcrnatent 
liquid was- decanted o:f.f', this operation was c .ontinued with 
deionized water ~ntil the supernatent liq_uid was clear. 
·neutral and .free o.f chloride ions. This resin was tran.sferre.d · 
to the glass column (50 ml burette fitted with glass wool). 
To regenerate resin, bas.ic hydrog~n peroxide was 
used, followed by addition of 6 M hyd-rochloric acid and 
rinsing with water. 
Synthesis 
Pentaagyodichlor.ornethylchro-.mium{III )ion 
This complex ion was prepared under hor:".og~n~ous 
conditions ( acetone consolvent ) • Approximately one ml of 
chloroform was added- to forty ml of aceto.ne in the reaction 
bottle. This solution was deaerated with dry nitrogen :for 
thirty minut~p and than twenty five ml of o. 5 r:1 chronious 
perchiorate ( one equ,ivalent ) in o.s r.1 perchloric acid was 
slowly added by syringe, while the mixture was continously 
stirred. After fifteen minutes o:f yigorous stirring, the 
excess of chloroform and acetone was r.emov~d by vacuum 
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( water aspiration pressure } • The aqueous solution was 
placed en the cation e:x:change qolu!Tln, ~nd the column was 
rinsed with approximately 200 ml of o.) 1·1 perchloric acid 
solution until the eiuate .gave a negative test o:f si.lver 
chloride precipitate. The comple·x was then eluted with 
h 0 M ionic strength solution. The green chloropentaaquo-
chromium(III) ion was eluted first followed l:ly the red 
pentaaquodichloromethylchromium(TII)ion; leaving behind 
the violet hexa:aquochromium{l!i)ion and .d.ark green dime'r· 
( .. , . 2+ The deutero,.,complex H2o 5crCDC12 was prepared 
in an a11alogous fashion usipg CDC1J. 
Pentaa.quodi bromomethylchromium(III )ion 
This complex was prepared by a .similar method as 
de.scrl bed .fo.r the pentaaq4o<tichloromethylchromium( III }ion·· 
One ml o.:f bromo:f:orm and tw$nty t}lree rnl o.f o. 5 M chromous 
pe·rch.lorate ( one equivalent ) was mixed aiHi stirred for 
ten minutes ... 
The d'eutero-complex (H
2
o) 5crCDBr~+ was pr~pai'~_d 
in an analogous .fashion by using CDBrJ. 
P~:-1taaquodiiod~ome 'f:hyl chromium.( ITI.}i on, 
Pentaaquodiiodomethylchromium(ITI)ion was prepared 
·similarly by the reaction between. ·iodoform and chromous 
perchlorate. Approximately q.}g o£ iodoform was dissolved 
in twenty m.t of acetone and deaerated tor thirty minutes. 
Approximately ten m1 of 0.1 M perchloric acid was added wi tn. 
continol.ls· stirring. After one hour o:f re.frige.ration of the 
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solution , acetone Was rernoved by vacuum {water as_pirator), 
ocassionally excess iodoform precipitated in aquous media 
and this was filt.ered. The aqueous solution was place4 on 
a Dowex 50t·1X8, 200-400 mesh cation exchan~e column, whic11 
was chilled by running ice coid water through an outer 
jacket. Complete separation of pentaaquod iiodomethylchromium-
(!II}ion .fr.om hexaaquocnrbmi~rn(;J:Il) was obtained. For s-toi-
chiometric studies, concentrated solutions were obtained 
as follows. A dilute solution of' complex ion was dilute<i 
ten fold with distilled deionised water. This diluted 
solution was placed on a short Dowex 50WX2, 5fl-100 ·me.sh 
cation exchange colum.'l"l. The concentrated complex on the 
column was then eluted with 1. 0 M ionic strength solution. 
.The deuterated complex 
. . 2+ 
(H2o)5crCDI2 , was made in an analo-




Pe.ntaaguod i.fl uoromethyl~hromium (III} ion. 
U.nsuccess.full attempts were tnade to prepare 
pentaaq:uodi:fluoromethylc.hromium{IIL) ion by the .reducti on of 
monochlorodi.fluoromethane by c.hromous perchlorate solution• 
About twenty five- tnl of' 0·5 M chromous perchlorate solution 
was taken in an air tight oxygen free reaction vessel. Mon,o-
chlorodi:flu:oromethane was bubbled through this solution for 
five minutes, followed by th~ vigorous stirring of the 
solution for a week. This s()lUtion gradually turned green 
and a white precipitate( te:flon ? ) was :formed. ThiS 
-~ 
L 
j mixture was placed on a deaerated cation exchange column 
under a nitrogen atmosphere-. After washing with 0.1 -M 
perchloric acid solution, a light green band due to 
fluoropentaaquochromium(III)ion was eluted with 1.0 M 
1) 
ionic strength followed by the band o.f hexaaquochromium( III) 
ion and then dimer species. No .ted band of penttraquodi-
fluoromethylchromium(II I) ion was observed. Anqther a tt~mpt 
to make the complex: was made by condensing monochlorodi-
fluorotnethane on twenty· :five ml of ().) E1 chromouz perchlor-
ate in the reaction vessel, placed in a dry ice isopropa-
nol mixture. The reaction was fast (solution turned green 
quickly), but no red color was observed on the column. No 
further attempts were made to solve the pro.blem • 
.Deutero-iodoform 
The deutero-iodoform .was synthesized by the 
haloform reaction in a small round bottom flask. Fiva ml of 
deutero-acetone was mixed ·with five ml of 10% sodium deuter-
oxide solution, prepared by adding freshly cut sodium metal 
to deuterium oxide. A 10% solution o:f iodine in potasium 
iodide was prepared by adding lOg of of iodine crystals 
to a solution of 20g of potasium iodide in 80 ml of deuter-
um oxide. The mixture was ·stirred until the iodine was 
completely dissolved. This solution was adde.d drop wise. 
witl1 shaking, to the alkaline deutero-acetone solution 
until a definite brown 
color persisted (indicating an 
ex~ess .p •· d · ) Th··e· e·xcess of iodine was removed by _ oo~. ~o ~ne • 
adding a few drops of sCtdium deuteroxide. The mixture was 
f 
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diluted 'With deuterum oxide aJi:d allowed t o 5t~~d f o r ten 
minutes ~ when the fo r ma tion of ye],.low crysta l::; of dc ut.cro-
iodoform was observed .• Thin sample was fil ter<~d, drie.d 
apd recrystaJ..ized. Th~ :f;'o~·mation of deutcro-io.do.for .r.'l. W:\ 3 
confirmed with NMR by the complete absen ce of hydroe cn 
resonance peak. 
Trifltwromethane sulfonic Acid 
Trii'luoroinethanesulpholiic a c i d was ~upplicd by 
'lM Corp T so2 - · ct· th · · · h · ..... ~ · • · o remove . 4 ~ons an o · er 11::pur1 tl c:.> , t e ar. tu
was doubl y distilled under vacuum by u sinG an all (;l :l.C.!> 
apparatus10 (teflon sleeves were used inn t ead of ;: rc(l,~::;o h 
.The c_olorless distillate was collected at liquid ni tro ~;cn 
tempsrature. it was found to be free o:f soi;.2 i ons ns tested 
with Ba,Gl
2 
solution. Th.e purified aGid v1r1s found by 
standardization to be 1 0 l\~ arid was stored bel ow 25 ° C • 1 · 0 M 
solution o:f HCF SO was made by slow dil\l tion of conccn-. . J J . 
trated acid. 
ANALYSIS 
The samples :for analysis were prepared an .f'ollo~,.;s · 
approximately :fifty rn1 of the aliquote was t?ken i n a b ro· ... n 
bottle and deaerated f'or one hour.. This bot:tle was then 
bb Septu
m se_ cur_ ed \'li-th wire. The diss-
sealed with :a: new ru er 
1 1
, owe· d to go to co::-;pl-e tion in 
ociation o:t the Gomp ex was a .,.~. · 
a bath maintained at 55· 0°C • 
Chromium(III). 
0~ ·al. 1 c. hromiurn{III) s _pecies were Conc-entrations .,.~.. 
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determined spectrophotometrically after oxidizing chromium(!!!) 
to ch.romate icm by alkaline hydrogen peroxide. 1. o m1 of the 
sample to be analysed was transf~:r'e.d to a hutideted m1 
volumetric flask. After dilution with water two pellets 
o:f sodium hydroxide and one m1. of hydrogen peroxide {3%) 
were add.ed. The flask was heated on. a steam bath for half an 
hour to insure completion of oxidation and to expell excess 
hydro.gen peroxide. The flask wa·s then cooled and diluted to 
volume. The absorbance was measured at }72 nm, and total 
chromium concentration was calculated by using the molar 
absorptivity of 4.815 x 103 r.1-l Cm-1 •11 
Halide 
Halide determination were made by the Volhard 
method12 .. Previous work has shown that the presence of 
hexaaquochromium{III) ion and organic products does not 
inte.rfere with the analysis8a. 
Four ml of sample were pipetted into a 2.50 ml 
Erlenmeyer :flask and diluted with 50 rnl of water. A known 
quantity of standard sil-ver nitrate solution (in excess of 
the theoretical amount of halide) was added to the flask• 
Five ml of 6 M nitric acid (heated previo1isly to expel! 
nitrogen oxides), two ml of saturated solution of iron(III) 
ammmoniumsulfate in 6 !I! nitric acid, (indicator). and 5 m1 
of nitrobenzene were added and mixed thoroughly. The excess 
silver nitrate was titrated against standard potasium 





Formic acid was determi."1ed colorirnetrically 
after reduction to formaldehyde :following a .modification 
of the method of Grant13. This method is based on the slow 
reduction of .formic acid by magnesium metal to formaldehyde 
with Sl.lbsequ~nt measurement o:f formaldehyde by chromotropic 
acid (.1.8-dihydroxynaphthalene-J-6-disulfonic acid) as the 
color developing reagent. 
}fexaaquochromitiin(III) ion was removed by passing 
the product solution through a short cation exchange column 
o.f Dowex 5CMX8, in hydrogen form, :foll.owed by washing the 
column with water to remove all the formic acid. The complete 
analytical procedur~ is given below. Eighty milligrams of 
D'l.agnesium ribbon(whic.h was freed of' any magnesium oxide 
layer by dipping into dilute hydrochloric acid solution) 
were rolled into coils and placed in separate test tubes, 
·which were then inunersed in an ice bath, and 0. 5 ml of 
concentrated hydrochloric a.cid was added in ten drops, each 
at irit~tvals of not less than three minutes. After one minute 
o:f the addition of: the las~t drop of hydrochloric acid, the 
tubes were rernoyed from the ic:e-bath a·nd 0.5 ml of chromo-
tropic. acid (10% by weight·) was added, followed by the slow 
addition of s.o m1 of concentrated sulfuric acid with 
stirring. After two minutes, these tu-bes were placed in a · 
boiling wa.ter bath and left there for thirty minutes· After 
cooling, the mixture was centrifuged clear of white precip~ 
itate and the supernatant .fluid was transformed quantitati-
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absorbance of the purple color was rr.eanure aguinot a 
reagent blank at .570 nm. The relationship betweGn the 
absorbance readings and quantity o:f formic acid was 
established by a Beer • s law plot ( fig 1 L obtained by 
measuring the color produced by a: series of standard formic 
acid solutions. submitt-ed to the procedure already described 
at the same time as the samples. and with the same reagents• 
Carbon monoxide 
Carbon monoxide ~tas estima.ted gravimetrically 
after combustion to carbon dioxida and absorption on 
Ascari te.The complete set up of the apparatus is shown in 
fig 2. The f'low of the gas was maintained at 0.22 litres 
per hour. The carbon dioxide present as impurity in nitrogen 
or oxygen was removed by absorption on the first ascarite 
tube; these purified gases were bubbled through the reaction 
solution. The gases were than pa ssed into an anhydrone tube 
to remove water and -than passed in sequen ce through an 
ascari te filled tube, a porcelain tube filled with cupric 
oxide (inside a Lindberg muffle furnace at 950°C). an 
anhydrone tubeand finally an ascarite tube. which had 
been brought to a constant mass. The mixture of nitrogen 
and oxygen was Iead into a gas flow meter to measure the 
flow rate. The number o:f millimoles of carbon monoxide were 
calculated from. the net gain in mass of ascarite tube. The 
absence of carbon dioxide as a product was confirmed by no 
gain in the mass of' the ascarite tube before the combustion 
Nitrog~n gas cylinder 
Oxygen gas cylinder 
,. 
i Ascar1te tu".1e #1 
Samnle -·. f'lask · 
AnhyO.rone tube #1 














Anhydrone tube #2 
l 
I ' 
Ascarite tube #3 
~ 
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tube-. Attempts were made to estl.mate hydrogen by the gain 
in the mass of' a.llhydrone tube a.fter the combustion tube, 
but it was difficult tq bring the anhydrone tub~ to a 
constant mass. 
!rifra-i~d studies 
The confirmation of carbon monoxide as a product 
of aquation was made by infra~red spectroscopy .on all the. 
complexes. A qomplete procedure for the· preparation of 
gaseous sample is as followsc 
About hundred ml of a .s .olution of the complex was 
placed into a reaction tube, .fitted with a greaseless stop-
cock apd a side arm tube, which was sealed after introducing 
the solution. Thl,s tube was connected to the vacuum line 
a:nd the infra-red gas cell by standered-taper glas~ joints 
(fig J}. The s.aJ~ple was degassed: completely by at least 
six freeze-thaw cycles. Aft:er aqua:tion of the degassed 
solution, the gaseous products were expanded at liquid 
nitrogen temperature into a completely evacuat~q in,fra-
red cell fitted with potassium bromide windows. A Perldn-
Elmer Model J)?, infra-red spectrophotometer was u.sed. 
Mass Spectrome-t.ric Studies 
The gaseous samples .fo;r mass spe¢trometric 
analysis were prepared by procedure, similar to thqse 
described for the gas:....phase inf'ra-red studies. The .c()mpl,ex 
.solution .we're degassed and after aquati<:~n, the expansion 
of the gases were made at liquid nitrogen temperature into 
l 
r:;; • .. "'- .. ... -. -:-. · -- ·. ~· ··~ · · · · · 
Figure 3 PREPARATION OF GASEOUS SAMPLES FOR MASS SPEC~ROJw!ETR!C STUDIES 
@ 
''llc;.- ·.: .. . . .. - .. 
to Vacuvrn line 
greaseless stopr. ock: . 
ga,s sample tube 
reaction solut~()n at liquid 
nitrogen temperature 
2.2 
an evacuated sample tube fitted with a greasele5s stop-
cock. Ma:ss spectral determinations were carried out by 
the Mass Spec.trograph Laboratory, University Of California, 
Be;rkeley. 
G:as Liquid Chromatography 
Gas ~iquid chromatography analysis of the gaseous 





) were made on a. Pye Unicam Model 64, s~rie~ 
104, fitted with flame ionization and electron capture 
detectors. This instrument 'was used in conjunction with a 
vacuum line to. inject the samples. The gaseous samples 
were prepared by pro.cedures similar to thos€ discribed for 
the gas-phase in.fra-'red. studies . Two five :feet aluminum 
columns (0.25 inch i.d.} were packed with porapak Q, 50/8-0 
mesh, and molec.ular sieve SA. 42/60 mesh, and were used 
one .after ·the other to gain maxi mum separation of 
c~;rbon mon.oxide from molecular hydrogen. Car:bon monoxide 
was detected by flame ionization. The flow rate of ni tr.ogen 
gas through the column was maintained JO cc/min. • and the 
tempera~ure was ambient for all experiments .• 
Toepler Pump Analysis For Total r.ioles Of Gaseo.us Products 
Tqepler pump techniques were used to estimate 
the total moles of gaseop.s products. A toepler pump 
(Redder) was used to push the gaseous products to a glass 
buret, c:onnected to a Im3,nometer. 
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The gaseous samples for ann.lysis were prep:lred 
by similar procedure as described :for the gas phase infra-
red studies • Sample tubes containing the gaseous products 
and reaction solution: were connected to the vacuum line 
containing the Toepler punrp assembly. The gaseous products 
at liquid nitrogert temperature were pushed into the gas 
buret by the Toepler pump. The reaction solution was 
degassed completely ·by at least 5-6 free.ze ... thaw cycles 
to be sure that all gas was transferred to the meaauring 
gas buret. The total moles of gaseous products were 
calculated from the obs-erved pressure and volume of the 
gases at. room temperature. 
PROCEDURE 
Spectral Measurements 
A G.ilf'ord-modi:fied Beckman DU Spectrophotometer 
was used ·through out this work with 1 em quartz cells 
(Helma) , unless otherwise mentioned· 
Gep.eral Kinetic Procedure 
Approximately 80 ml of' the corr.plex solution was 
taken in a brown bottle and deaera ted ror or.e hour and 
sealed with a rubber septum {Aldrich) .. The reaction bottle 
t f the was then placed in a water bath. The ternpe.ra ure o 
water bath was kept constant within t 0 .roc. Afte;r the 
solution reached the specific temperature, aliquotes were 
wi thdravm periodically with a sy;rirtge and placed in a 
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spectrophotometric cell(Helma). At 45°C and higher tempe-
ratures, the reaction was quenched by rapid cooling by an 
ice bath prior to reading the absorbance. All absorbance 
measurements were carried out at room temperature. The 
absorbance measurements for pentaaquodiiodomethyl-
chromium(III) ion were obtained under an atmosphere of 
nitrogen, by flushing a spectrophotometric cell with a 
stream of nitrogen prior to injection of the solution. 
This was to avoid oxidation to iodine by air. The absor-
bance of solutions of pentaaquodibromomethylchromium{III) 
and pentaaquodichloromethylchromium{III) ions were followed 
at J70, 395 and 420 nm, while for pentaaquodiiodomethyl-
chromium(III)ion the wavelengths were 400, 410 and 4JO nm. 
The reaction was followed to in:finity • The data (time and 
absorbance) were fed into a linear least squares computer 
program, '"RATECONSTANT" . *. The program calculated the rate-
constants and their standard deviations. 
*The computer program was written by Dr. R. P. Dodge, 




Characterization of all three complexes wete 
made by their uv~vrs spec tram in 1.. o !\1 percll.loric ac.id 
The wavelengths o.f abso·rbance maxima were consistent \'lith 
those reported by Dodd and Johnson4 . The molar absorptiv ... 
i ties obtained are summarized in Table {I}. 
Stoichiome-try 
The .stoichiometric studies on aquated products 
were made under the same conditions as the kinetic deter-
minations. Hexa:~quochromium(III) was found to be the only 
·. . . 2+ 
chromium product in the a,quation of (li.z0)5crCHX2 (Xr Cl, Br 
and I) ions. The organic products were formic acid and 
carbon monoxide gas. Molecular hydrogen and halide ions 
{Cl - , Br- and I-) were the other products found .· H¢x;a..,. 
aquochrornium(III) ion was confirmed by the visible spectra 
and by passing the aquated solution through a short cation 
exchange column; a single purple band of hexaaquochromium(III) 
was noted. Chromium(III} was determined ·spe ctroph otorne.tri-
cally after oxidation t ·o chromate ion. Halide {Cl t Br and t) 
dete.:nninatlon were made titrirnetrically using the Vo1nard 
.method .. The cation c:3~change column was alwa:ys te:ste.d to be 
fref: o:f halide ions (nagative AgCl te~t) before the elution· 
of complexes to ass\lre that cbl,U.rnn was not. the source of 











ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF PENTAQUODIHAL.OTv'IETHYLCHROMIUM(!II) 
lONS 
Complex Amax/nm (E/{dm3 mol-l em -l)) Re-ference 
.· .. · . . .. 2+ 
(H2o)5CrCHC12 .514 (20 .• 8) 396 
(115) 265 (2450} 4 
515 (}8. 2) 396 (t56) z66 (4010) 14 
514 (3'7· 9) J96 (t60) 266 (4120) this work 
. . ) · .. · ..... 2+ 
(H 0 . CrCHBr · 
2 5 2 521 (44. 7) 401 
(182) 280 (5129) 4 
521 (46.8) 401 (179) 280 (46J7) this wc:>rk 
·.. 2+ 538 <so .zJ 415 (200) }24 {1000) (H2o) 5crCHI2 . 
281 (1591) 
538 (67-1) 415 (J22) )24 (3220) 1.$ 
281 (4220) 





HALIDE ANALYSIS FOR THE AQUATTON OF 
( ). . 2+ . li20 5crCHX2 · (X: Cl, Br and I} 
IN THE ABSENCE OF 
OXYGEN & LIGHT 
:.\ 
I· I. 
Complex Acid r~,: tn·mplea m •. moles Crt X-
(M) crJ+· X ratio 
·. ·. 2+ HClO 1.0 0-552 1·1:3.5 1;-2.06 CrCHCl · 2 4· 
CrCHCl~+ HC104 1.0 0.218 0.4)8 1.:2.01 




HC104 t.o 0.:345 b.?J8 1 r2 .14'* 
. 2+ HCF SQ .. 1 . 0 0-192 O.J86 1 :2.01* CrCHC12 3 J 
. 2+ CrCHBr2 HCl04 
1.0 0.552 1-13.5 1:2.07 
.. 2+ 
CrCHBr2 HC104 1.0 
0.282 o.62.5 1 ~.2.14* 
CrC!IBr~+ HCl04 O.l 0.093 0.178 
1 I 1.91 
CrCHBr~+ HCF:;SOJ 1.0 0·357 0.703 l~t·-97*" 
:; 
GrCHI~+ HCl04 1.0 0.14.5 0.286 
lll. 98 
... 2+ CrCHI2 HClo4 
0.01 0 .. 316 0.616 1&1·9.5 




Carbon containing species in the aquated product 
were esteiblished by chemical and instrumental techniques. 
During the k:inetic measurements for all three complexes, a 
pres·sU:!'e build-up on the rubber se:ptum was noticed. This 
$hewed the possibility of a gas as a product. Experiments 
were per:formed in which this gas was allowed to but>ble thr-
ough a dilute acidic potassium pe.rmanganate soluti.on cont-
aining traces of .silver nitrate, a complete decolorization 
of solution was observed. Thus the gas produced had reduc-
ing p.roperties. Gas phase infrared experiments· were carried 
out on the gaseous products of all three complexes. A typi-
cal gas phase infrared spectrum is shown in fig 4. The 
absorption bands at 2125 cm- 1 a.nd 2175 cm-1 confirmed the 
presence of' carbon monoxide as product in each case. A 
second experiment was carried out, in which the gas phase 
infrared spectra of a known sample of carbon monoxide gas 
was obtained and this showed absorption band at the same 
position as the gaseous products. 
Mass spectrophotomet ric studies were carried out 
on gaseous products :fo·r all thre.e complexes. The experiJT1ent 
·! was designed so that gaseous samples were obtained air free. 
,, 
Complex samples· were degassed completely by at least six 
; freeze-thav; cycles and after aquation the gaseous products 
were expc.: . . ed (figure in experimen~ ··; ) into an e·v. :-uated 
sample tube at liquid nitrogen temperature. The ~ass spectro-
metric result's were positive for carbon monoxide for all 
three complexes. Carbon monoxide was also confirmed 
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30 
by gas chromatography technique using flame ionization 
detector. ·Molecular hydrogen, the only reduced species in 
products, was also observed in mass spectra along with 
carbon monoxide gas for all three complexes. r.~olecular 
hydrogen was also confirmed by retention time on gas chro-
matograph by electron capture technique. Carbon monoxide was 
quantitated by combustion to carbon dioxide and subsequent 
gravimetric measurements after absorption on as.carite. These 
results are summari-zed in Table III. Varying the H+ ion 
concentration did not change the ratio of the products. The 
gas phase analysis on all three complexes aft~r aquation was 
also conducted in the presence of other acids like tetra-
fluoroboric acid and trifluoromethanesulfonic acid, whose 
anions are poor ligands for chromium(III). The products were 
the same in each case. 
Attempts were made to estimate total molecular 
hydrogen as product by measuring the total moles of gaseous 
(CO + H
2
) products. by a Toepler pump technique along w1 : :-~ 
gas buret and subtracting the known moles o.f carbon mor, .~, .r.ide. 
Surprisingly it was found that the toi:al moles o.f gas products 
varies with the type o:f acid (HCl04 , HBF4 and HGFJso3) being 
used. These results are summarized in table IV for the 
different acids used. 
The identification of organic products in 
solution were car·ried out by trial and error. Formaldehyde 
analysis was made for all the three complexes, the results 
were negative. ln the case of pentaaquodiiodomethylchromium 






CrCHCl2+ . .. 2 
C nHc•·lz+ :t.u ~ 2 





. ' 2+ CrCHBr2 
CrCHI~+ 
. . . 2+· 
CrCHiz 
CtCHI 2i-.. 2 
Cr.CHI ·~+ 
TABLE III 
ORGANIC PRODUCTS FOR THE AQUATtON OF 
{H:
2
oJ5CrCF ..X~+ {X: Cl, Br and 1} IN 
THE AJ3SENCE OF 
O){YGEN & LIGHT 
[ai m.mol·es m.moles m.moles 
(M) crJ+ co HCOOH 
1.0 0-291 0.141 0.140 
1.0 0-211 0.1045 0.104 
0.1 o.8t62 0.443 0.)72 
0 .1 o.4·7J o.zsz 0.214 
1.0 o.o893 o.o.$91 0.0291 
1-0 0 .• 129 o.o91 o.:oJ2 
o .. -1 O .. J?J8 0.2272 0.14.5 
.0.1 0-1786 o.o9S 0 .()75 
1 .. 0 0.187 0.125 o.o54 
1.0 0.1287 o.oaJ o.o48 
Q .• Ol 0-07.5 o.o6o 0•011 




1 :0;, 97 
1:0.98 
1 :.0• 99 
i: 0. 98 
1 :o .. 9·9 
1 :0·. 95 























TOTAL MOLES OF GASEOUS PRODUCTS ESTI~!ATION 
BY TO EPLER PUMP TEC:i1:NIQtJE FOR PENTA .. 
AQUODIHA.LOMETHYLCHRor~tUM (III }IONS 
IN DIFFERENT ACIDS 
Acid micro-moles micx·o-moles T <> t :l.l eaz 
)2 
c/3+ co ,rnj:cro - moles 
(CO + Hz> 










HC10 . 4 282 oso 178 
HCF
3




so3 135 02J 
150 
128 02) 0711-HCl04 
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JJ 
but this accqunted :fo.r ver:r little form:: lldehyde. Pn)bably 
formaldehyde resulted :from photoaque1tion15b or the complex 
on the ion exchange column. Spot testn for methanol was 
perf'ormed for all ~hree complexes usine eerie ammonium 
nitrate, which were negative. Formic n.cid J the only organic 
product in the solution was identif.l.ed in all three caGes 
by the chtomotropic acid test desc::-ibed earlier. Attempt::; 
were made to con:firm formic acid as the product in colution 
by retention time by gan chromatography .. An electron capture 
detector was used ins.tead of flame ionization detector, 
because of increased sensi ti vi ty. The .results were not 
encouraging because of a large signal given by water which 
tended to mask the r ·o.rmic acid peak. Formic acid was esti-
mated in the aqua ted products of all the three cor.1plexes, 
after slow redl,lction to formaldehyde by metallic magnesium 
and subsequent spectrophotometric deterrdnation of formal-
dehyde- with chromotropic acid as described earlier. These 
results are summarized in Tal:i1.e III· 
The estimation of o.rganic products ,_.;ere alao rr.ade 
in the samples pre pared after aquating the sanples under 
vacuum. These results are sho\m. in table V • 
Finally identi:fication of the gaseous products 
(
.. ) . . 2+ 
after aquating deuterate·d complexes i · e · H20 5CrCDX2 
(X, C.l, Br and I) were carried out • The r...ass spectrometric 
analysis showed the presence of HD as gaseous product along 
with carbon monoxide gas irt all three cases. 
An experiment W?-S performed to confirm that 
Complex-
. '• 2+ 
CrCHClz. 





Oi{GANlC PRODUCTS F.OR THE AQUA~ION OF 
(H2oJ5CrCHX-~+ (X s Cl, Br .and I) 
IN DEGASSED SAMPLES IN 
THEl\BSENCE Qr 
OXYGEN & LIGHT 
[Hj m-.moles · rn.moles 
(M) ,3+ co Cr · 
· - : 
l..o 0 • 119 0.0227 
1·0 0.211 0.0455 
t.Q 0.121 o.o2i 









1: :0. 96 
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dihalomethane (halo z· Cl, Br and I} were not the primary 
products of aquation. Approximately two ml o:f dihalomethane 
was heated in per.chloric acid under similar conditions as 
.:for kinetics:. A:fter three hours o.f heating the resulting 
solution was tested :for products (Cl-, HCOOH and co) and 
the results were negative. 
KINETICS 
Pen:ta.aguo·dichloromet·hylchromium('JTI) a:l"!d Pehtaaquodibromo~ 
methylchromiuril(II!Jions 
The kinetic.s. of aquation of {H2o)5crGHC:t~+ and 
(H2oJ5crt:HBr~+ were :followed by measuring the decrease in 
absorbance as a function of time at 370, 395 and 42.0 nm. 
while the ionic strength was maintained l•O M. The absorbance 
vs time data are given Table VI and VII for (-I-!20) 5crCHCl~+ 
and (H2o)5CrGHBr_~+ ions respectively. 
The Values of rate-coef'.ficientsas a .function of 
temperature and acidity were obtained by computet using a 
linear· least squares pro.gram i•Jt:\TECONSTANT" for Ln(A.t - A~) 
. . .. 2+ 
v-s time are given in Tabl~ VIII and IX for (H2o)5crCHCl2 
and {H2o)5CrCH.Br~+ ions respectively. 
Pseudofirst....:order-kinetics were obtained .for 
both the complexes at all hydrogen ion concentrations anq 
temperatures investigated. The .first order plots remain 
linear over the entire course of investigation. ( 95%) • Some 
6 ( ) .. · c2+ typical plots are shown in figure 5 and for H2o 5crcH 1 2 
(continued page 67) 
--------~------------------------~~------* .The computer program was written by Dr. R. P. Dodge 
f 
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ABSORBANCE VS 1-'IME FOR TJ-:E /~QtATlO:'l OF 
(Ji20)5crCHCl~+ IN TffE ABSENCE OF 
OXYGEN AND LIGHT 
lONIC STRENGTH 1\'IAINTAINED AT l .o r.; BY NaClo
4 
[HJ = t.o M 
0 Temperature = 65• .0 C 



























Q •. -211 
0·194 






















o .• t6o 
































TABLE VI continued 
R'Jn # 2 cop.tiriueq 
Tirne(minutes) 
)6.6 











Time (minutes) Absorbance 












[H1 = 1.0 M 
Temperature ==· 55.0°C 
Cell length= 1.00 em 
Run# 4 
Time (Minute.) 












































TABLE VI continued 






























































TAULF; VI continued 



















[li+J = 0•5 M .· 
Temperature= 5.5.0°C 
Cell length = 1 • .00 em 





















o .. j24 
0.2:57 
0.22J 





























































0 . .288 
().245 
o.gto 





[ li +J = 6.1 M 
Temperatu.r~ = 55• o°C 






























































TABLE VI continued 
[H+J = 0 .. 02 M .·. -
Temperature "::;! 55. o0c 
Cell len~th = 1.00 em 
Run# io 













() .• 08) 
o,. 063 
o.o4o 
[HJ = 1.0 M . 
Temperature ~ 45. o°C 





















































































































































TABLE VI continued 
[H+] = 0.1 M 
Temperature ~ 4s.o0c 




















( H+] ~ t.o M 
Te-mperature = J,5.0°C 
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TABLE VI continued 























[H+] ~ 0 . .5 M 
Temperature = )5 .o0c 































































TAB-LE VI continued 
I H+J = 0.1 M 
'fernperature = 
Cell length = 
Run# 20 
Time (minutes ) 















































ABSORBANCE VS TIME FOR THE AQtTATION OF 
(H2o) 5crCHBr~+ IN THE ABSENCE OF 
OXYGEN AND LIGHT 
IONIC STRENGTH MAINTAINED AT 1. 0 M BY N;;tCl0
4 
[tr1 == 1.0 M . 
Temperature == (55.0°c 










150 ..  0 
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o .• 061 
:370 nm 
0.212 
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TABLE VII continued 









[Hj. = 1·-0 M 
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TA.BLE VII continued. 

















[H+] = 0.5 M 
Temperature = 55-0°C 
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TABLE VII continued. 
[H+l = j 0.1 M 
Temperature =5,5.0°C 










































































0 •. 1()8 
420 run 
0.•296 
0 .• 280 
().250 















TABLE VII continued .. 
o.oz 
·. 0 
Temperature :;;;: 55.0 C 




















H+ = 1.0 M 
Temperature = 4.5.6°C 
























































TABLE VII continued. 












[Hj= O.o5 M 










































































TABLE VII continued,. 
Run# 15 











[li+]= o.i M .. 
Temperature == 4,5 . oc:>c 
)70 n,m 









o •. o58 
Cell lengtli = L 00 qm 























































0 .. 071 
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TABLE V:tr contiriu~d. 






2)2 •. 0 















































3 95 nm 1~.20 nm 
o.449 o~4o2 
o.425 0 .. ).82 
o.J88 o.;47 
0.361 o.)2J 
o.zs6 0 ··231 
o.231 0.208 
Q.1.J2 o ~123 
0·098 o .o96 
0·074 o.o72 
TABLE VII continued. 
[a+]= 1.-o M 
Temperature·:::. J5-0°C 

































0 •. 119 
0.0.8.1 
J70 nm 
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'l'AB.LE VII continued. 
fH+l ... · .5 L -J-0•.-_- M 
Tempera-ture = J5· o0c 
Cell length == 1.00 em 











[H~ = 0.1 M 
Temperature = JS.0°C 








1586 .. :0 
20)2.0 
3210.0 








































































'!?ABLE Vll continued. 
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0 . 197 




TABt E VIII 
RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE AQUATION 
OF (H2o)5CrCHCl~+ IN THE 




IONIC STRENGTH \oJAS MAIWrAINED AT 1 •0 M BY Natao4 
[H1 = 1.0 M 





. [H1 = 1.0 M 














































TA:SLE VITI continued. 
,r .f1 lH j = .0.1 M 
Temperature = .5).0°C 
Run 
9 
[H+] = 0.02 M 
J?O ntn 
zo.? 
105 k .sec 
395 -nm 
zo.s 
Tetnpe.rature = 55 •0°C 
Run 1 o5 k sec· 
10 
[H+] = 1 . ,0 M 
















Temperature = 45 ... 0°C 























TABLE VIII continued. 
(H+] ::: 0 .1 M 
Temperature ·= 45 . :0°C 
Run 
t6 
[H·~ = 1.0 M 
370 rim 
6.1J 
105 k: sec 
395 nm 
6.0J 
Tenipe):'a ture ~ J5· o0c 
RUl\ 10:5 .k see 
1~l 
18 
[H+] ·== o .5 M 
Tetnpe~a.ture = 35.0°C 
Run 
19 
[. +] H =:. 0.1 M -· .. 0 
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TABLE IX 
RATE Q"OJ'iSTANTS FOR THE AQUATION 
OF (H2o) 5CrGHBr~+ TN THE 




IONIC STRENGTH ltJAS MAINTAINED AT 1.. 0 M BY Na¢104 
[Hj ~ 1.0 M. 





[Hi= 1.0 M 






[nj = o.s M 




40 •. 8 
40.5 
3:70 nrn 






:to5 k sec 
.395 nm 
]6.7 






















TABLE tx c.ontinued •. 
[H1 = 0.1 M 
Temperature = 55.0°C 
Run 1 o:5 k sec· 
9 
to 







.Temperature - 55· 0°C 
Run 105 k sec 
11 
[H+) ~ 1.0 M 




[ +j H . =o .. 5M 
0 

































TABLE IX continued .• 






[1t1 = 1•0. M. 




(it):: o.s M 
Temperature - 35. 0°d 
Run 
21 
[H+] = o.t M 

























105 k sec 
39.5 nm 
0.?1 


































GRAPH OF LN (At--Aoc) VS TIME FQR CiCtiCl~+ ION 
[Hi= 1.() M 





;. --... . -· 
.FIGURE 6 
GRAPH OF LN(At-.Ace) VS TIME FOR CrC!HBr~+ ION 
[li~ = 1.0 M 





















TIME (triinu tes) 
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PentaagUQ.diiodomethy'lchromium(III)ion 
( .. ) . 2+ The kinetics of aquation of H2o 5crCHI2 , were 
.followed by measuring the decrease in abdorbance as funct-
ion of time under an atmosphere of nitrogen at 400, 410 
and 4JO nrn. The absorbance v~ time cta"ta are show:n in 
Tab1e x. 
The values of rate -c.oe.f:ficients as a function 
o.f temperature and acidity were obtained by computer 
using the linear l.east squares program "R..~TECQNSTANT" for 
Ln(At""'Aoe) VS till\e are given in table xr. Pseudo-first 
o:rder kinetics were obtained under all the conditions 
investigated , again the first order plots remained linear 
over the entire course o.f reaction ·C9:5%), and ·a typical 
plot is sho\vn in figure 7 • Kinetic data for the aquation 
( ) . ~ . of H20 5
crCHI2 show that the rate is a function of 
reciprocal of the hydrogen ion concentration. At all tempe-
ratures plot of kobs ys j,p.verse Qf hydrogen ion concen-
tration were linear. Figures 8 and 9 pre.sent these results 
at 55.0°C and 85.0°G respectively. 
De·uterated complexes · 
Kinetic studies were carried out on deuterated 
complex~s i .~ •• (}{
2
0) 5qrCDGl~+ , (H20) 5crCDBr~+ and 
(H2o)5CrCDl~+ under similar conditions and wavelengths as 
regular c.omplexes. The absorbance ·vs time data a,re ·glvan: · 
in Table XII :for all three d~~terated complexes. The pse"lldo-
:first-order rate coe.fficients are sh.ovm in tabie XIII. 




ABSORBANCE VS TIME FOR THE AQlMTJON 
OF (H2oJ5GrGHI~+ lN THE 
ABSENCE OF OXYGEN 
AND ·LIGHT 
IONIC STRENG-TH MAINTAINED AT 1.0 M BY NaC·lo
4 
[ni-"= 1.0 M 
. a··· o Temperatur.e = 5• 0 C 









































TABLE X continued. 
[H4 = 0 ~ 5 M 
T~nrperatur~ = 85' .. 5°0 












[Hi::: o .• t M 
Temper~.ture = 85, 0°C 
Cell 1 eng_th = 1 , oo em 













0 •. 174 
0.1.5!+ 














































o •. o8J 
0.071 





TABLE X continued. 


















Temperature = 85~0°C 


























































... - .... -
TABLE X conti:lU~d, 
[Hi= 0•.02 M 
Temperat-ure = 8).0°C 
Geli I ·ength :",:)_ ' ; • 00 em 













































































~· .. ..., .. 
TABLE X continue<! 
0 Temperature :::::: 7.5. 0 C 








































































0 .. 029 
0·019 
· aT ':"'" ""• 
! . 
i 
TABLE .X continued 
[11+] = o.s M 
Temperature -= 75.o0 c 





































-~~ ... I 
7) 
Absorbance 
410 nm l~JO nm 
0·222 0.196 
0.179 0.155 





o .. o4l Q.QJ7 
Absorbance 











TABLE X continued 
[H+]= 0.1 M 
Temperature = 75· 0°C 









































































TABLE X continued 
.. 0 Temperattrce ~ 75. 0 C 










[H+] ·;:;. 0 • 02 M 
t 






























































TABLE X continued. 
[Hi= 1.0 M 
Temperature = 65.0°0 
Cell length = 1.00 em 
Run# 16 
Time {minutes) Absorbance 
400 nm 410 nm 4)0 nm 
o.o 0.2J7 0.212 0.191 
185.0 0.184 0.167 0.151 
365.0 0.162 0.149 0.133 
655.0 0.124 o.ttJ 0.106 
1305.0 0.079 0.012 0.065 
1558.0 0.065 o.o6o o.o54 
1870.0 0.051 0.053 0.049 
2095· 0 o.o52 0.047 o.o44 
~ o.oJ8 o.o36 o.OJJ 
Run# 17 
Time (minutes) Absorbance 
400 nm 410 nm 4JO nm 
7-0 O.J07 0.278 0.252 
tJ4.o 0.277 0.251 0.226 
355-0 0.2JJ 0.210 0.191 
620.0 0.182 0.168 0.152 
1249.0 o.tt6 0.108 0.100 
1558.0 O.lOJ 0.097 0.089 
1996.0 o.o88 o.o84 0.078 




TABLE X continued 
(Hi~- 0.5 M 
Temper~ture ::: 65-• 0°C 













































































0 ... 064 
'rABI.tE X continued . 
[Hj ·= o.1 M 
Temperatu:['~ = 65.o0 c 


































0 •. 262 









































c ... 0'76 
o.o.$·6 
TABI.iE X continu~:d ~ 
[Hj::: 0.05 r!! 
Tempe:tawt~ = 65.0°C 




















[H+] -~ O. 02 M 
Temperat~re = 6s-.o0c 




























































TABLE X continued. 
[Hj= 1.0 M 
':['emperature = 5,S.o0 c 















































































o .• os4 
0.048 
0.041 
TABLE X continued-. 




































































TABLE X continued. 
[H-j = o~s ·M 
Te.mpera ture = 5.5. o0 c 
Cell length = 1.00 em 
Run# 2t3 
Xime (minutes) 
( .. 0 





























































0 •. 282 






-· - ' 


















[H+]= 0•1 M _ 
T~mperature = 55.0°C 



















































TABLE X continued. 
[H+] = 0 •. 05 M 
Temperature ::: 55• o0c 







272:1 .•. 0 
3578.0 
ot;. 









Tempera t11:re == .55· o0 c 




229 .• 0 
856.0 
















































RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE -AQUATION 
OF (H 0} CrCHI2t IN THE_· 
2 5 2 
ABSENCE OF OXYGEN 
.1\ND LIG:HT 
IONIC· STREN(}TH WAS MAINTAINED AT -1. o· !! BY NaCio4 
Run 
1. 
(H+] = 0.5 M 
Temperature = 8,5.0°C 
Rt1.n 
2 
[rt+J = 0.1 M 




[Hj = 0.05 M 












105 k sec 
410 nm 
105 k sec 
410 nm 
24-2 
















:~-. ·:-- .... . - .. 
TABLE XI continued• 
rH+] = 0.02 M 




[H+J = r.o M 




0 • .5 M 
. . ·· 0 




[H1 = .0.1 M 
. 0 













































.• =- · . 
TABLE XI continued. 
[H+) ~ o.o5 M 
TeJT).perat:ure = 75· o°C 
Run 
1,4 
[H+] .==: 0. Q2 M 
Temperature -= 15.0°0 
Run 
15 
[»+] = 1.0)1 




[H+J= o.s M 














105 k sec 
410 nm 
1).1 
... 5 ·. 10 · k sec 
4id nm 
20·5 


















TABLE XI con-tinued 
[k1 ~ 0.1 M 




. [H+] = 0.05 M_ 
= 6_s.o0 c Temperatu,re 
R"l.ln 
22 
r. +1 . lH J = o.o2 M . . 0 
Temperature = 6.5. 0 C 
Run 
23 
[H+] :: 1 . 0 M ·.. . 0 
















1.0 k sec 
410nm 
t o5 k sec 
410 nm 
.5·<>2 












o ~ 68 
continued next page. 
,- ··· 




[H+J= 0.5 M 






























105 k sec 
410 nm 
o.8J 















-·- -·-- ...,.... ; 
T,1\BLE XI continued. 
[Hj :; 0 • b2 ·.!!l 
Temperature - 55.0°0 
Run 
-1 • .5J 
·' 

























GMPH .OF LN (At-Aod VS TI:f.lE FOR CrCHI§+ ION 
(H~ ::: t.o M 
Temperature = 55-0C)C 
-O.( ~--~1~5~. ---J-OL----4~5-----6 0~--7-5~---9~0-. ----10~5~. 
TIJtlE {hours) 
-- -~- ~- -· 
. \1'\ 
0 ...... . 
1.4 . 
···;!4 .1. 0 
Q.9 
.:F:rOPRE a 
~LOT OF k VS 1/[nj FOR CrCHl~+lON 
Tempera-t;u,r~ = 55.0°C 











F'L,OT OF k VS 1/ D-r~ AT 85. 0°C FOR GrCHt~+ 
10 .go J() 
1/Ltr1 
TABLE XII 
ABSORBANCE VS TIME FOR THE AQUATlON 
Of DEUTER() - PENTAAQUODIHALO...o 
}\l(ETJi"'Yl.,CHROMIUfll(IIl)IONS 
IN THE .ABSENCE OF 
OXYGEN & LJ:GHT 
94 
ION-IC STRENGTH \'lAS 111AINTAINED 1 • b M BY NaC1o4 
Complex :: (H2o)5crCDCl§+ [Hj = 1.0 M 
Tempetatut.e = 55· o{)c 
Time (minut:es) Absorbance 
J7d nm 395 nm 420 nm 
5·0 O•J14- 0.485 O.J65 
22·0 O.J17 o.4t2 b.Jt6 
JS.o 0.289 O.J69 Q.2f34 
8d.o o.taz 0.241 0.190 
117•0 o.t4.5 0·186 0·152 
182.0 0.101 Oo1}1 0.114 
:)09.0 0-074 o.09J o.o86 






TABLE XJI .continue.d. 
cof· ·1ex = <H2o>5crcn13r~+ r H = 1.0 M 
-.; -
're:mperature = 55. 0°C 





















Co~plex = CH2o)5cr:cpr~+ [Hj ::: .1.0 M . 
. 0 . 
·Temperature = 65.0 C 
Cell length -~· 1. 0.0 em 
Time (mi nutes) 
9.0 
192.0 



























































ffi\TE CONSTANTS FOR THE AQUATION OF 
DEUTERO-.PENTAAQUODI}{J\10-
METHYLGHROM!UM(III )IONS 
IN THE ABSENCE OF 





2+ (H20) 5crCDI2 
5.5.b°C t.o 




Since no wavelength dependence was observed in 
all three complexes, so the rate-coefficients were aver"" 
aged over thewavelehgth at which values were found. 
These are given in Ta'ble XIV, XV and XVI for (H2o)5CrCHC1~+. 
(H2o)5CrCHBr~+ and (H2o)5CrGHI~+ respectively. 
Kinetic s·tudies on all three complexes were 
also made in HCF3so3 at 1.0 M .hydrogen ion concentration. 
The absorbance vs time data are given in Table XVII for 
all three complexes. The first order rate-coefficients are 
shown in Table XVIII along with corresponding rate-
coefficients in HGlo4 acid. 
Activation.Pa.rameters 
Since there appeared to be no wavelength 
dependence or hydrogen ion depe·ndence for (H2o) 5crCHCl~+ 
and (H2o)5CrCHBr~+ionst the rate-coefficients ata given 
temperature were averaged a.nd treated according to the 
experessione 
Whe.re "k obs ·- observed rate co-efficient 
K = Boltzman 
T = Absolute Temperature 
h = Plank constant 
6S+ = entropy o:f activation 
.l\H:f:; = enthalpy of activation 
values C>! Ali+ and AS+ were calculated on the computer 
(continued page 106) 
TABLE XIV 
SUif.r.'IARY OF RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE 
AQUATION OF (HzO )5CrGHC-l ~+ IN 
THE ABSENCE OF OXYGEN 
AND LIGHT 
IONIC STRENGTH WAS MAINTA:rNED AT 1.0 M BY NaCl04 
Rate Law 
-d (complex) /dt = k [complex] 
Temperature (°C) [H+] (M) 
65.0 1·<> .58•4 
+ o.4 -
55·0 1 .. () 
20.2 + Q.2 ·-
.5.5-.0 o • .s .26. () 
+ 0 .• 2 -
5.5-0 0.1 
20.} + 0··3 .... 
55·0 0;.02 
20.6 + o.4 




5·8 + o.1 -




1.60 + o.o.2 
1.58 + o.62 -
1·57 + o.ot 
TABLE XV 
SUfr.MA.RY bD RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE 
AQUATION OF (H2o)5CrCHBr~+ IN. 
THE ABSENQE OF QXXG:EN 
AND LIGHT 


























J9·.5 - 0.2 
11 •. 0 ! 0•1 
11·1 t 0•1 
11.0 "t ().1 
ro.a !. o.z 
2•26 t o.o4 
. ·. + · .... 2.22 "'" o.oJ 
2. 25 !: o. 04 
o .. TJ t o.o2 
o. 71 t o.~n 
0-74 ! 0.04· 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF RATE CONSTANT FOR THE 
AQUA'I'ION OF (H2o)5crCHl~+ IN 
THE ABSENCE OF OXYGEN 
AND LIQHT 
100 
















6_5 .. 0 
6.5•0 

















(M) 105 k sec 
23-4 t Q.1 
24.2 ± 0.1 
)0 .4 ± ().1 
)6.5 -t ().:; 
56 ..-5 t o . .s 
7·55 t o.o4 
s .22 "! o .•. o2 
9·91 t 0·03 
13 . 2 .· ·-t 0 • 1 
20-.J ! O.J 
z.oa t o.os 
2.25 t. o.o4 
2. 75 -t ·o .OJ 
) :.48 t o.os 
.5.10 ± o.t2 









6 .• 05 
0 •. 02 
{M) .- · 
10i 
().68 t . 0:.;01 
o-. ?fJ ± o~oi 
d.84 ± o.ot 
o.95:t o.o2 
1 5 + . 1' •. _J_o.o. 
.. ·~ 
TABLE XVII 
ABSORBANCE VS TIME FOR THE A~UA!l'I'ON 
OF PENTAAQUODlHA.LOMETWtLCHROM;. 
IUM(III)I()NS IN H.CFJSOJ A.CID 
IN tHE ABSENCE OF 
OXYGEN & LIGHT 




Com.plex = {H~o)5crCHCl~+ (J-£1 = 1.0 M 
TernperatV;re = 5.5•0°C 




90 .. 0 
12.5•0 







































TABLE XVII continued• 
Complex = (H2o) ~CrCHCl~+ 
[ 
+1 . . ...J 
H J = () .. 1 M 








20,5.0 o •. 127 
~69.0 0 .• 101 
oC o.675 
Co1· lex ={li.· .0)· CrCHBr.2T 
(
+ . · 25 · 2 
H = 1.0 M 
.. 0 
·Temperature ::; 55.0 C 
Cell le11gth = 1. OQ em 
Run # 1 
~ime (minutes) 



























































TJU:~LE. XVII cont.inued. 
R1;n # 2 
Time (rninu,tes) 





















Complex = (ti2 '0) 5crCHI~+ [ }fj ::: L 0 M . . 
Temperature = 6_5.o0 c 
Cell length :::. 1.00 em 
Time (min:utes) 






































0 .• (},59 
o.o46 



















o .. o84 



















. 2+ CrCHBr2 
CrCHBr~+ 
2+ CrCHI ·· . . . 2 
TABLE XVIIl 
RJ\TECONSTANTS FOR THE AQUAT!Orl OF 
PENTA.AQUODIHJ\LOMETHYL--· 





ACID IN THE 
ABSENCE OF 
LIGHT AND OXYGEN 
Temperature (oC) [H1 {M) 105 k s·ec 
(HClo .) 4 
55·0 1.0 20.2 + 0·2 -
5:5·0 0.1 ZO.J t: O.J 
55·0 1.0 11.0 + 0.1 
ss~ .o· t.o ·-
65.0 1•0 2.08 + 0•05 -
H>5 





11.0 + ·.· ·. _Q.l 











using the pro·gram "LOS''*. A straight line was obtained 
from the plot of Ln(k/T) v~ 1/T , whic.h verified · 
the VCJ,lues obtaiped f:tom the com-puter program. These 
plots are shown in figures 10 and 11 for (H2o)5.crCHC1~+ 
ancl (~o}5CrCHBr~+ respectively. 
. In the case of (H2oJ5crCHI~+, all ra,t$ coefficients 
were treated simultaneou;:lly for all hydrogen ion concen-
t:r:·atiorts and 1;:e.mper;;i.tUre according to the expressi.ona 
kobs " ~'I' I:i~j 1 exp (.O.s:+/R) exp ( • .o.~/RT) 
where i . is ·zero :for k and i = -1 . for k '/ [Hj and other 
term symbols are. the sa.me as mentioned before. The plo·ts 
of Ln(k/T) for acid dependent and acid inde_pendent paths 
are shown in figure 12. and 13 respectively. 
The values of 61! ~nd ~s+ for Cli2oJ5crCHCl~+, 
(H2o)5cr.CH~r~f and (lf2Q)5CrGHI~+ ions are given in 
Table xrx ... 
• ·cc>lJ1puter program, "LOS" is written in basic b~ 
Dr. R. P. Dodge 
·• -~·.., . 
FIGURE 10 
DETERMINATION OF ACTIVATION PARAMETER FROM 
... · · · ·.- .. . · . '• . - . .-_ . . . . :- -· ·. ·-· 





2 .. 9S J•O 3·:05 3•1 J•.tS ~.2 3·25 








DETERMINATION OF ACTIVATION PARAMETERS FROM 










DETERMINATION OF ACTIVATION PARAMETERS FROM 
A PLOT OF LN (k/T} VS (1/T) FOR CrCHI~+ ION 
(Acid depend,ent.) 
;..17. 5 .~. -. ·_...;-""""'-----__,JL.,.;....;___-'-___ . ..L-----'---~J.J.,· 0~5~ 
2.75 2.8 2.85 2•95 J~O 
(1/T) x ro--3 d:eg -l K0 
110 
EIGURE 13 
DETERMINATION .OF ACTIVATION PARAt.'!ETERS FROM 







2>·75 2~8 2.85 2-9 ~-95 J-0 3•05 





(.H o)··.· c.rcuc12+ · 2:5 ,a2 
(H20) 5crcH.Br.~-+-
·<·ti a···· ·)·· c· a·Hr2+ ·<·k ,,, . 
n~sr ·· ·· 2 .· . ' 
f!{2o)5CrCH.I~+ {k) 
·TABLE XIX 
ACTIVATION PA!V\~1E'£ERS FQR 
PENTAAQUODIHALOMETH);LQHEO'Ml UM(!II}IONS 
~· 
24 •. 4 ! 1.5 
+ . 27 ~3 _ .1.5 
28.9 ! 1. 2 
.27. ":l.· +· 1 6 . .. -.- ... .;;_: _ .. ~ . _··· . ' 
~s~ 
· . . . + 1. h~. . .. .·:t 
6 
., + .. .. · 
.) ..;. 4 .6 
-:3·2 ! J .. 4 
+ · ·,· .· o.a· .. 1.-7 
. ·o . 
k (25 CJ 
4 . 1 x :lo-6 seo·1 
. 4 . . ... 6 -t 1· .. · ~ · 10 s .ec 
2. o x 10-9 sec -1 
8 
~ . ... .;.8 -1 
. • ·j x 10 · sec ·· 










(X: Cl, Br and!) in acidic aquous media under ah atmo-
sphere o:r nitrogen were hexa,aquochtomium(III ), carbon 
;monoxid-e gas, formic acid, molecular hydrogen and halide 
ions.. The· chromium to carbon ratio is 1 : 1 for all three 
complexes under all conditions. The formal oxidation 
number o.f carbon in CrCHX~+ is zero and and is +2 in 
bo.th CO and HCOOH. Molecular hydrogen was the ()nly 
reduced species observed in the aquation products and 
the balanced chemical -equation should therefore show 
one mole of H2 formed for every mole of complex that 
undergoes aquation. Thus the total moles of gaseous 
products, would-be the . sumo£ the moles of molecular 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. However the total moles 
o:f gaseous products. in HC104 acid media, as determined 
by Toepler. pump techniques, were lower than the expected 
values,e.g. :for one experimentin 1.0 M HG104 , only 102 
micromoles of total gas was estimated compared to an 
expected 227 roicromoles o:f total gas, thus an error of 
.55% was observed • Similarly the total moles of gaseous 
product for G~CHBr~+ and CrCHI~+ ions in 1.0 M HCl04 
acid wer~ in . :~e range o.f 50-60% of the expected values. 





acid solution, the total moles of gaseous pro-
.. 
11J 
ducts were in good ~greement with the expected values 
within the expe·rimental error ( 5 .... 10% ) • The rate con-
stants for the aquation o:f c·rGHX~+ species were the 
same within experimental error in both HClo4 .and 
liC:f3so3 soT-q.ti9Tlf>• These r·esul ts could be explained 
by assuming thil,t ]fCI04 is influencing the stoichiometry 
of the reaction. This must be happening ~f.ter the rate 
determining step to explain the same products .and 
kinetics in both HClo4 and HcF3so3 acid. 
The powerful O)Cidizing nature of perchlorate 
ion is well !::· ·.own and it c,ould o~idize intermediates 
in the reactio~·. pathway; becoming reduced itself to Cl-. 
Hal .d . • f t• . HX2+ · ~ e ion 1s a product o the aqua ~on of CrC . 2 and 
the average chromium to halide ·tatio observed l.n per-





acid the Cr::X ratio was 1 :2 .• 01. Thus a proper 
stoichiqlT}etric equation for the reaction in H,CF3so3 isr 
-~) 2Cr (l'£
2




In thes~ studies it is obvious that the 
chromium metal is activating the carbon hydrogen and 
carbon }lalogen bonds, because d.ihalomethanes under 
similar conditions do not hydrolyze. The actbration 
ef'£ect o:.f metals in organometallic compounds is well 
known ap:d have homogeneous catalytic applications in 




A number of concepts have been used in the 
literature to explain this activation effect of metals 
on the ligands. These concepts stem in part from 
<iiff'erent theories of chernical bonding( valenc.e bond 
theory, molecular orbit.al theory and ligand field theory), 
but they a:re basicaly descriptions of the sa:rne thing.l a 
change in electronic configuration; i.e. a decrease in 
the ele¢trc)nic density in certain region of the complex, 
an increase in others, and a change in bonding. In this 
study~ it seems that the positive charge on tne metal 
ion is playing a:n important role in the distri.but.ion of 
charge density, thus ef.fecting the polarities of the 
bonds, and thereby leading to the facile cleavage o:f 
carbon -hydrogen and carbon-halogen bond• Another 
pl~uslble explanation would be retrodative pi-bonding 
be·tween the metal and carbon moiete •. The presence of 
electron withdrawing halogen groups or1 carbon would 
make it more electro~positive., favouring the back flow 
of: c})arge density :from fil-led metal do..orbi tals to the 
antibonding orbitals of the organic moiete i.e. drt'-o:t 
-bonding. This would lead t .o des.tabilization o:r other 
bc;;nds to carbon. This type of bonding has b~en postu~ 
lated to explain increased C-F bond lengths in perfluo-
. . 16 
alkylorganornetall~c compounds • 
These explanations are not adequate for all 
cases a.nd are probably subject to many objections. Tt 









~ - . . . 






metals on bpnds in co-ordinated ligands are as yet 
incompl~t-ely understood and theor~~s a.re still at a 
very early stage of deve.lopment. In fact mu,ch less is 
known about the ef'.fects of metals in the +J oxidation 
state than i"or metals in lowet oxidation states •. More 
interest in this .field have an important future both 
in scientific and industrial research. 
MECHANISM) 
Since the kinetics and prod.ucts of aquation 
O:f (H2o l5CrCHX~+ (.X: C i , Br and I) are the s aine in RC 104 
and HCF3so3 , this means that the observed kinetics in 
HC104 are valid for .mechanistic arguments. 
The kinetic studies showed that the aquation 
is pseudo-fin~t-o·rder ih complex for all three complexes . 
under all the condii;ions of acidity and temperature 
investigated. Firs.t order plots remained linear over the 
entire course of the reaction. The kinetic data indicates 
H+ ion indepenqen:t kine t ics for (H20)5crCHCl~+ arid 
(H2o>5crCHB.r~+ in the rat1ge 1.0 M to 0.02 M. The data 
£it the rate laws 
-d ~omple~ /dt = kobs [comple~ 
Rate co•eff:icient values :for the aquation of (H20) 5ctC}{I~+ 
snowed an inverse dependence on H+ ion conc.entration in 
the range 1. 0 M to o. 02 M. The plots of kobs vs the. 
inverse of H+ ion concentration were linear with 











.,_ ___ .. -
116 
law has an acid dependent pathway and the rate law isz 
A mechanism for the aquation or (H2o)5CrCHX~+ 
(X: Cl., Br and I) ions. which is actally an oxidation-
reduction reaction. should be consistent with the fallow-
ing criteria: ( 1) stoichiometry, ( 2) rate laws·, (J) 
the order of the values of the :rate constant for the 
three complexes, wh:Lch is CH2oJ5crCHCl~+)CH2o )5CrC1-lBr~+) 
(H2o)5crCHI~+, (4) mass spectrometric observation of 
H.D as product in the deuterated species of all three 
complexes, (5) absence of kinetic isotopic effects in 
the deuterated complexes. 
Several mechanisms· of aquation of organochr-
omium(!II) s.pecies based on homolytic or solvent -
assisted heterolytic cleavage o:f metal-carbon bond and 
the formation of carbene and carbenoid species as inter-
mediates have appeared in the literature. A mechanism 
based- on the homolytic cleavage of a·metal-carbon bond, 
analogous; to one proposed by Sc:trmidt and SwaddleS is 
not operat.ing in this case, since such a pathway would 
form te·trahaloethane as a product. This does not agree 
with the products obtained and the rate law fo-r this 
mechanism would not obey first order kinetics. Further-
more,a large ~positive .as*value is considered character-
istic of a homolytic cleavage but small11Si- values were 














· .. ,' 
I 
,-.  - .·- ··' .. - .. 
117 
Similarly, a .m~chanism 't>ased on heterolytic 
cleavage of' the metal-carbon bond can ·be eliminated, 
since such a pathway would fo.rrn dihalomethaneasthe 
organic prodtict. "fhich was not <>'bserved. 
1v1echanisms pased ori. cai"boni:~m ion., carl:l~ne· 
carbenoid type intermediates. ar.e as .foll.ows• 
Mechanism 1 
H 









Ho-c-x . l 
co + HCOOH 
C J+ r + H 2 
2+ 
This mechanism would involve wat er at-tack at the Cr-C 
bond, but with hydrogen going t .o the chromium center a.nd 
and OH to the carbon. The CrH2+ ( br)+ and: H- ? ) would 
reac~ to give Hi and the halomethant>l would of .course be 
unstabl-e1 7 and would rapidly de.compose in aciqic aqueous 
solution. This mechanism, however, would not give }::[1) as 
a product, whiqb was observed in the aquat.ion of deuter-




























--... ZHX ..... ::.;_· ..-. --4~· . H-c:::::o 





In this mechanism a oa,rbonium ion i .s formed by hete.ro ... 
lyt:ic cleavage of Cr-C bond leaving Cr(I) i nstead o·f 
Cr(II:t) and an anion. Chromium(L) could reduce H+ arid 
an'd the carbonium ion could react with water to give the 
observed orga,nic proq:ucts, This mechan ism again would 
not giv~ HD as a product in t he aquation of deute r ated 









/ :c · 
"· .x 
.K•. Z . . - . . . 
dr-c- H . I 
X 
2+ 
--~>CrX . + (r•d·) 
(conti nued nex t page) 
- \ 
.:. 




(mechani~sm 3 conti:n:ued) 
-X ) Ho-c-··-
co + H 2 
HCOOH 
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This mechanism suggests monohalocarhene, :CHX as ari inter-
mediate. Free monohalocarbenes have evidently been gener-







(Xe B.r a.nd Cl) .an<l these compounds have been used as 
halocarbene trans.:fer reagents. The hydrolysis products 
of monohalocarbenes are not known. however. dihalocarbene · 
20 hydrolysis to HCOOH and GO is well known · • \;:hether a 
mechanism analogo~s to the hydrolysis of dihalocarbene 21 






crx2+ would be the principle 
chromium product and s_hould, be detectable d~ring the 
reaction due to the slow aquation k:inetics of tbese. 
spec.ies22• In an experiment where an aliquot of complex 
solution wa-s ta,ken after one hour of reaction period 





crx2+ spe-cies was observed. -This 
discounts this pa,thway completely as the possible. 












- ~ - · .. 
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:.:echani::zm 4 






:CHX S eve·ial steps . .,. HGOOH + CO + H
2 
This mechanism is again based on monohalocar·ben~ as an 
intermediate in the pathway. Here solvent assisted 
abstraction of halogen ion occurs and is similar to the 
I'!'lechanism proposed by Malik, Schmidt and .Spreer23 in the 
aquation of (H2o)5CrCF3+· If a solvent molecule is 
involved in the activated complex, it would probably 
take advantage of the of the hydrogen bonding properties 
o:f' halogen. This solvent assisted dis·sociation of the 
activated complex would take place in a concerted 
manner to give hexaaquochromium(IIT") and monohalocarbene 
without a dihalocarbonion intermediate. The OJC produced 
would be ·rapidly neutralized by the H+ present in the 
solution. This- mechanism is consis-tent with the absen~e 
of a kinetic isotopic ef.fect and would account for liD 
as product in the deuterated complexes. However a 
negative entropy of activation is characteristic of this 







solvent molecule(H20) involved in the activated complex. 
The entropy of activation values found for the aquation 
2+- . . . .. of (H2o)5crCHX2 L(Xc Cl. -1.2 t 1.1 eu, x~ Br .• 6.3 ±4.6 
eu, X: I, ,-J.2! J .. 4 e1..1 (acid dependent) and 0•8 ~ 1.7 eu 
(acid independent~ are not as negative as those found 
by Schmidt, Swinehart and Taube6 (-13· 9 eu) for the. 
solvent assisted aquation of iso·propyl alcohol chromium 
(III) ion. This mechanism probably s·hould not be 
discounted on the basis of entropy o:f activation values, 
since there is a fairly large uncertainty in the values 
and the entropy of acti va:tion values are negative for 
the aquation of' (H2o )5crCHClr (just given) and the 
acid dependent aquation of (H
2
o J5crCHI~+ (just given) • 
Hcwever, this mechanism would predict kinetic rates . for the 
-three· complexes in the order (H
2
o) 5crCHI~+) (H2oJ5crCHBr~:) 
(H2o) 5crCHCl~+, since iodide is a, better leaving group 
than chloride. But an opposite rate order w~s observed. 
Ano·ther serious objection to this mechanism is that 
this pathway should show an acid dependent term in. th'e 
rate law:, since t.yaron.ium iOh is a good nucleophilic 
catalyst, but an acid independent rate law was 
observed ... These objections along with whether ·:CHX 
species on hydrolysis would give CO, HCOOH and H2 would 
argue against this as the possible path. 
A modification of this mechanism would be 
where the carbon halogen bond bond is breaking fi.rst 
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. . I . I 
Cr--"C-H . R f . 
X 
2+ . ,_,n 
~ cr~c.,.. + HX T OH 'x 
The emp_ty p-orbital of' the carbonium ion ha::; the correct 
symmetry to overlap with the filled t
2
g orbital of Cr {I Il) 
and might provide a mean of stabilization. Tha carbonium 
i;on wi~I tha,n hydrolyse to give CO, HCOQ;{. and H2 without 









HC'bdH + crJ+ 
cr.J+ + co 
Th..E;! nigh values of.A.Ht ( CrCHCl~+, 24-.4 K.Cal/r.:ol~. 
CrCHBr~+, 27•3 K. Cal/:mole. CrCHii+, 2B.J4 K.Gal/r.lol.e 
~cid dependent and 28 .-;,4 K:.: Cal/r.iole acid independent) 
ar¢ Ct;~risis-tent with breaking a . relatively strong bon.d .• 
Again this mechanism shpl.lld. show an acid dependent 











a nticleop}li:].ic c~talyst, but an a .cid independent ·tate 
law was obs~rve~. 
Mechanism 6 
. ¥ 2+ 















C·. J+ + r 
'l. + cr'"" + 
co 
HCOOH 
This is another solvent assisted meQhahism giving a 
carboniupt ion as an intermediate by slowioni~ation of 
the complex. The OH ion produced woul.d be rapidly 
. .. + . .. . 
,neutralJ..zed by the H pr(;!sent in the solution. However, 
this mechanism would not account for the .absen.c·e of 
kinetic i~<;>topic effects, since the rate dete~minil1g 
step involves 'br,eak:ing a car(>cn1-hl'drogen bond·. 
Mechanism 7. 
¥ 2+ 
(H o) cr-c-x ~. ·. 











1. ~ ; . - -· • 
·r :..--·- .. . =· 
I 
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(mechanism .7 contin.u¢d) 
H20 
several steps ) co + HCOOH + 2X 
The fact that dihalocarbene on hydrolysis gives CO and 
HCOO.H products20, supports this mechanism based on th~ 
:formation of tGX2 as an intermediate. The .formation of 
difluorocarbene as an intermediate has been proposed in 
2+7 the aquation studies of (H2o ):5CrCF:'J • Here a dihalo-
carbene is formed by hydride transfer to the chromium 
center concerted with the br.eakage of tl'le Cr-C bpnd. It 
has b¢en shoWn by Zeis and Li.ght23 tha t the tris (CD))Cr 
undergoes fragmentatiqn py C(..,metal hydride .elimination 
and the authors suggest that. a l!lethyl group when bonded 
to chromium mayundergo tautomerism: C))J7'DCrGD2 • 
ThiS mechanism fits all the crite.r ia <:)f 
jud-gement, except that this pathway- should show a 
kinetic isotopic eff'ect, if hydride transfer to the 
chromium center is concerted with the breaking o.f Cr-C 
bond, unless for some reason a."'l isotopic effect is not 



















(mechanism 8 continued) 
Cr-~~+ 






CrJ+ + HCOOH 
3+ Cr · + CO 
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This mechanism involves SN2 attack oT a water molecule 
at the carbon center leaqing to a fl:)rmyl intermecliate, 
which could loose a hydride ion 1;o .form an acyl carbonium 
+ 
ion. Acyl carbonium ion of the type R-. C-0 have been 
reported to be stable in solution24 • Their stabilities 
ha'9'e been explained due to the resonance of extrci 
electrons on the oxy.gen atom reading to the stabilization 
of the positive charge .• 
The nucleophilic attack of H2o on the carbon 
center would be sterically hindered due to the large 
sizes of the halogen atoms. The atomic sizes o.f the 
halogens are in the order I ) Br )C1, which indicates the 
2+ greatest steric hinderanc:e to SN2 attack :for the GrCHI 2 
ion with CrGHCl~+ ion being the least sterically 
hindered. Thus slow kinetics for GrCHI~+ and the :fastest 
for CrCHClf should be observed. This is consistent with 
the kinetic rate observed in these studies, which are 
z+ . . z+ . . 2+ i.n the order CrCHG1
2 
) GrCH:ar2 )CrGHI2 • It cou1d .. 
















would be pref'erablely f'rom the hydrogen. sid.e due to i tn 
snia.ll~r size. Any secondary kinetic isotopic effect 
would probably not be significant in this case. 
This mechanism seems to fit all th~ criteria 
"Of judgement mentioned before , bette;r than any of the 
other mechanisms that are suggested. 
+ . 
The obs.erve-d inverse H ion dependence 
kinetics of (H2o)5crCHI~+ can be .e-xplained by postula-
ting a rapidly established equilibrium prior to the 
rate determining step. This could ~e due either t~ sol-
volysis with nucleop}l.ilic attack by OH"" • 
211 0 2 
·. . 2+ (H2o}5GrCHI2 
H 0+ + OH-
J 
OH- ) PRODUCTS 
or by a SN1CB mechanism in which the a qupcomplex diss-
ociates to a hydroxocomplex which reacts f a s t er then the 
pentaaq~o ... species• 
(H2o)4cr(OH}CHl~+---4) PRODUCTS 
The enthalpy of activation for the hydrogen ion depen-
dent path for CrCH!~+ l.on (28.)4 K.Cal/mole) and hydrogen 
ion independent path (27 .. )4 K•Cal/mole) are very close ,. 
suggesti ng similar mechanisms of aqt1ation• Whether 
1 · ould not be solvolysis or SN1G'.8 was taking p ace • c · 
ld ·be r..ade 










l .. - - - ·· 
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in this regard • 
A comparison of the pr.operties of monoha.lo, 
dihalo and trihalo species is interesting. Comparative 
rate data for the monohalo and dihalo species ar~ 
~h<>Wri in Table XX, also shown is the- corresponding rate 
qonstan:.1; for the aquation of (H2o)5crCF~+ ion. 
One obvious point to make is that there is not 
a v:ery large depende,nce on the number or type of }:l~logen 
for the rates .of aquation of these complexes. The rate 
constants encompass a range of less than 100. If the 
values of the rate c.<>nstants are looked at in detail, the 
unusual trend or rather lack of trend in the rates of 
aquation of all three kinds of species (rnonohalo; 
dihalo and trifluoro) is interesting and .requires some 
comments.If the SN2 attack of water molecule on the car-
bon center is c.onsidered the major pathway in the mono-





r 2+ ions relative to the 
cprresponding. dihalo species due to less steric hinder"'· 
ance to the nucleophilic attac.k in tpe for:rner case .. But 
this argument does not fit the slower rates ()bserved 
:for CrCH
2
p12+ compared to CrCHCl~+. The lowest rate 
c .onstants for the CrcFj+ species could be explained by 
a.n inductive e:f·fect16 which strengths the Cr-C bond, the 
br-eaking of which is important in the rate det.ermihing 
step·. It does not seem possible at this time to offer 
















- ---- ·· -~-·· _._. 
TAllLE XX 
RATE CON$TI\NTS J\T 25°:C FOR AQUATION OF 
PENT.AAQUOl\!ONOl:l.lfLOI,iETHYLCHROMIUM (IIT) ~ l'ENTl\AQUQDJ.'l{ALO-
!\ETHYLCHROl'UUM(III) AND 1?ENTAAQUTRIFLUOROMETHYL-
CHROMIU M (I II) IONS 
Comp1ex· k 
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1,.· ( ·.'H - .0) C . CH' C1

















. . .· . ·.· · . 2+ 
(H2 0) .5CrCH~I2 
( H 2a·)5CrCHCi.~+ 
). C CHB. z+ (H
2




0) 5crCJ£I~+ (aciQ. inverse dependent) 
2+ {Hz 0) 5crcF3 (acid dependent} 
fHzO) 2crcFj+ (acid inde;pendent) 
2.4 X 10-6 se.c -1 
4-5 X 10-7 sec..;..1 
4.1 X 10: 
..;6 sec-1 
1 .4 X 10-6 .L . sec""1 
2. o x 10-9 seo ... 1 
8.6 x 10-8 r.1-1see -t 
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constants on the type of th.e c·omplex and further work 
is necessary. The experiments that might be helpfull 
include studying the rates .of aquati<>n of. the ethyl 
complexes. where a 1nethyl group replaces a H and any 
:narked change in val:uee of rate constants sh·ould be 
attribu:table to stErri.c ra:th~r than electronic effe.cts. 
Another type of e:x_perimer1t would be to do th~ kinetic 
e)Cperiment.s on Cr.CH2x
2+ and GrCH.X~+ in mix~d sol vents 
such as t "-l3uOH and H20, The t-B:UOH is bulky ana should 
be l.ess. ef!ecti ve as an attacking nucleo·phile when 
compared to water • The ultima~te goal of th~ .P:resent work 
combined witll cone:urretrt f:llid future researc:h ls ~o 
provide new insight$ ;into how a Cr-C bond effects the 
reactivities and strengt}ls of the qther bonds · attached 
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Computer Program "RATECONSTANT'• 
by 






DIM X{20, 2), Y (20, 2), 1{20, 2) ,A (2, 20), H(20, 2}, G(2, 20) 
DIM D(2,2), C(2,2}, E(2,2}. B(2.2} 
DIM F(.2.. 2), T (2, 2), U (2, 2) 
DIM Z{20, 2).. M(20) 
PRINT u}Iow MANY OBSERVATIONS ARE THERE'' 








REM 0 A -INFINITY VALUE. 
REM X(*, 2) TIME VALUES. 
REM Y(*, 2) : ABSORBt'\NCE VALUES. 
REM L(*, 2) .l CORRECTED ABSORBANCE VALUES. 
REM ********** 
INPUT N, 0 
FOR K:::: 1 TO N 
11JO LET X(K, 1) = 1. 0 
1.140 NEXT K 
1150 PRINT " GIVE THE DATA IN PAIRS" 
1160 PRINT •• TIME IN FIRST" 
1170 PRINT .. ABSORBANCE SECOND" 
1180 REM ********** 
1190 FUR I = 1 TO N 
1200 PRINT " TYPE DATA SET.. I 
1210 INPUT Xfi,2}, Y(I.2) 







. ~ •' 
~ 
12)0. NEXT I 
.1240 REM ********** 
1-250 PRINT "ECHO CHECK OF DATA" 
PRINT " TIME ABS LOG. (ABS - 0)" 
REM ********** 







PRINT X(I-.2); Y(I,2); L(I,2) 
NEXT· I 
REM **********' 
1)20 MAT A == TRN (X) 
1}30 
1340 
MAT C. = A*X 
MAT D = INY(C) 




MitT B == D*E 
MAT .H = X*B 
rMT F = TRN (BJ 
1)90 MAT G = ·TRN (L) 
1400 REM ***:******* 
1410 LET Z ::: o.o 
1420 FOR J = 1 TO W 
1430 z = z + L(.i , .2} 
1440 NEXT J 
1460 I,2 = Z*Z/N' 
1470 MAT .T = F*E 
1480 l\~AT U = G*L 
1490 S2 == (U(2.2)-T(2.,2} )/{N-2} 





















01 = SQR(D(t,.l )*S2) 
D2 = ·sQR(D(2.2}*S2} 
PRINT "SLOPE = ",B(2,:2); "ESD OF sLOPE = '', D2 
134 
PRINT "Y-INTERCEPT = '', $(1, 2); "ESD OF Y-INT = ",Dl 
REl\1 *****~**** 
FOR I = 1 IJ.'O N 
Z(I.2}..::: t .(I,2.)-H(l;2) 
~(I) '= ABS (Z(I,2)) 
Q =· Q + M(I) 
PRINT L(I •. 2); H(I,2'); Z(l,2) 
NEXT r 
REM ****"":****" 
p = Q/N 
PRINT •iAVE DEV = 11 ; F 
PRINT "S SQUARED = ••; S2; "R SQUARED ;;;:: ·•; R2 
.END 
- -··-
_.. ___ : - ·· 
.... 
... 





i\ PPENDIX II 
Computer program .. LOS •• 
REM \'JRITTEN FOR DR. LARRY 0. SPREER BY ONE OF li:::t~ 
CHEM STUDENT 
.l3s 
OIM X( 20.2), Y( 2o. 2} ,A(2, 20) ,H( 20, 2) ,G( 2, 20) ,L(-•. 2 .0 . . . . .. • 2) 
M-(20, 2) 
.DU~ D (2, Z) ,E{2, 2) ,B (2 ,.2), F (2, 2), T( 2• 2}.,U( ?,.2) ,c (--.. 
. <C.' 2} 
PRINT ''tf.OiJ MANY OBSERVATIONS ARE THERE~'' 
INPUT. N 
FOR K ;:_. 1 TO N 
.LET X (K, 1) ~ 1 • 0 
NEXT K 
PR!NT "GIVE THE DATA IN PAIRS ·• 
PRINT "TEMPERATURE FIRST, THEN THE CORRESPONDING 
RATE CONSTANT'' 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
PRINT ''TYPE DATA SET''l I 
INPUT L(I,.-2). l\1(!,2) 
X{I ,_ 2) = (loo6/(L (I, 2) + 273·15) 
DIM R(20~2} 
Y(I, 2) = LOG(M(T,2)) 
NEXT I 
- PRINT "DATA GHECK'' : J 
-. ........  
PRINT" 1000/T 










21.0 PRINT X(I 1 2) ;· Y(I. 2) 




MAT A = TRN{X) 
MAT c = A*X 
)VIA'J.' D :.: TNV(C) 
260 MAT .E = A~Y 
270 MAT B = D*E 
~80 MAT H = X*B 
290 MA:T F = TRN (;B.) 
JOO MAT G = TRN(Y) 
JlO LET Z == o.o 
320 FOR J == 1 TO N 
JJO Z = Z + Y(J,2) 
340 NEXT J 
.350 Y2 = 'Z*Z/N 
)60 MAT T = F*E 
)70 MAT lJ :::: G*Y 
)80 S2 = (U(2,2) - T(2,>2)J/(N-2.) 
390 R2 = {T(2,2) -Y2.)/(tJ(2;2]-Y2) 
400 Pi = $QR(D( 1. t)*S2) 
401 OJ = EXP(B{1, 2} 
402 D5 = DJ*Pi 
40) K = B(l,2) + .3·354016 * B{2,Z) 
404 Kl = EX:P(K) 
410 D2 == (SQR(D(2,2)*S2))*t.987 










PRIN~ "ACTIVATION ENERGY = ••;R; ".KCAL";" ESD OF E. =" ;D2 
PRIN·T 
PRINT .. FREQUENCY FACTOR =::''DJ; "ESD = II; D:5 
PRINT 
440 PRINT "TEMP LOG K IN 
~50 FOR I = 1 TO N 
460 P~IrtT L ( I , 2} ; Y (I ; 2): H (I , 2) 
·470 NEXT I 
480 H) ·= -(B(2,i) + 0.2981.5)*J, .987 
489 PRINT 
490 PRINT ''R SQ.UARED :::: "; R2 
491 PRINT 
500 PRINT 
501 PRINT .. PARAMET:ERS AT 25°C" 
502 PRINT 
5.1:0 PRINT "ENTHALPY OF ACTIVATION = "; HJ; "KCAL '' 
520 PRINT "ESD OF H ='' ; D2 
5~3'0 SJ = 1.987 *(B(1,2) -J0.4.575339J) 
546 D4 = D1* 1.987 
550 PRINT 
560 PRUtT ''ENTROPY OF ACTIVATION = "; SJ; "CAL'' 
570 PRINT t.ESD OF S = '' ; D4 
580 PRINT 




PRINT ••you 'MUST PUT IN AT LEAST Tli.REE J)ATA SETS" 
~90 PRTNT i'MORE'? T';i'PE X OR N'' 
6oo INPUT .R$ 
610 . IF It$ = ••y•• THEN .40 
::; 
620 EliD· 
... 
